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INTRODUCTION

The Holberg Prize was established by the Norwegian Parliament (Stortinget) in 2003. Administered by the University of Bergen (UiB) on behalf of the Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research, the prize is awarded annually to a scholar who has made outstanding contributions to research in the humanities, social sciences, law or theology, either in one of these fields or through interdisciplinary work. Within these fields, the Holberg Prize is one of largest prizes in the world. With its value of NOK 6 million, it has been compared with the Nobel Prizes that are awarded in other academic fields.

The prize is named after Ludvig Holberg (1684-1754), who was born and grew up in Bergen before moving to Copenhagen, where he became a professor of Metaphysics and Logic, Latin, Rhetoric and History at the University of Copenhagen. He also laid the foundation for international law as an academic subject in Denmark-Norway. Holberg played a crucial role in bringing the Enlightenment to the Nordic countries and in the modernisation of several academic disciplines and teaching methods. Furthermore, he is well-known as a playwright and author.

In addition to the main prize, the Holberg Prize also awards the Nils Klim Prize, an annual prize to a scholar under the age of 35 from a Nordic country, or working in a Nordic country, for outstanding contributions to research in the humanities, social sciences, law or theology. This prize, which is worth NOK 500,000, is named after the hero of Ludvig Holberg’s novel Nicolai Klimii Iter Subterraneum [Niels Klim’s Subterranean Journey] from 1741.

Furthermore, the Holberg Prize organises a School Programme, inviting students from Norwegian upper secondary schools to undertake elective research projects within the fields of the Holberg Prize. The students receive help from experienced scholars to develop the projects, which are part of their ordinary classes in Norwegian, English, History, Sociology, Social Anthropology, Law or Religion. The students who present the three best projects are awarded prizes of NOK 30,000, NOK 20,000 and NOK 10,000.

1. The author is Emeritus Professor of Sociology, University of Bergen, and affiliated with the Institute for Social Research in Oslo. He was Rector of the University of Bergen in 2005-2013, and Chair of the Board of the Holberg Prize in 2012-2020. He is a Life Member of Clare Hall, University of Cambridge, where most of the work on this article was done, during a visit in April-May 2023.

2. The author wants to express his gratitude to Ellen Ingeborg Hætta, Birger Berge, Hilde Omdalmoen Fidje, Hjardis Maria Longva, and Ole Andreas Sandmo at the Holberg Prize Secretariat, who were very helpful in providing information, data and source material for this article, as well as very useful comments on a first version of the text. In addition, the author received very valuable comments from Bjørn Enge Bertelsen, Ivar Bleiklie, Ellen Mortensen, Gunnar Sivertsen and Oda Elisabeth Wiese Tvedt. Furthermore, great thanks are due to all the informants listed at the end of the article, who shared both facts and views in conversations with the author.

3. The Norwegian name of this programme is ‘Holbergprisen i skolen’. Although it was originally described as a ‘project’, the term ‘programme’ is used in this article.
NOK 10,000. The Holberg School Programme also awards an annual prize of NOK 20,000 to the teacher who presents the best educational programme initiated as part of the School Programme.

Each year, the Holberg and Nils Klim Laureates are announced in March, and the award ceremonies for all prizes take place in Bergen during the first week of June. In addition to the award ceremonies, this Holberg Week also includes other events, such as the Holberg Symposium, the Holberg Masterclass, the Holberg Lecture, the Nils Klim Seminar, and dinners hosted by the City of Bergen and the Government of Norway.

Furthermore, since 2016, the Holberg Debate is an annual event organised by the Holberg Prize in early December. Inspired by Ludvig Holberg’s Enlightenment ideas, the debate aims to explore pressing issues of our time and to highlight the relevance of the academic fields covered by the Holberg Prize.

The purpose of this article is to present the history of the Holberg Prize during its first 20 years, and to discuss some interesting and important questions related to this history: Who initiated the prize, why was it established, and how has it developed? What have been the most important controversies and debates about the prize? What are the main achievements of the Holberg Prize so far?

BACKGROUND AND ORIGIN

An important inspiration and model for the Holberg Prize was the Abel Prize, established in 2002. Named after the famous Norwegian mathematician Niels Henrik Abel (1802-1829), this international prize is awarded annually for pioneering scientific achievements in mathematics. Originally, the idea of an Abel Prize was already introduced by the Norwegian mathematician Sophus Lie (1842-1899) in 1899, and this idea was supported by King Oscar II, who was the Head of State in the Swedish-Norwegian Union. However, the idea was not realised, and after the dissolution of the Union in 1905, it was concluded that even with contributions from mathematics circles abroad, it was financially impossible for Norway to establish an Abel Fund on its own.4

Then, about a hundred years later, the idea of an Abel Prize came up again. Stimulated by a new biography of Abel,5 the University of Oslo’s Department of Mathematics appointed a Working Group for an Abel Prize. The Working Group gathered national and international support for the idea, and in May 2001, the group’s proposal to establish an Abel Prize was sent to the Norwegian Prime Minister, Jens Stoltenberg. In August 2001, the Prime Minister announced that the Government would establish an Abel Fund worth NOK 200 million, and that the annual returns of the Fund would be used to finance the Abel Prize.

After the national elections in September 2001, Jens Stoltenberg was replaced by Kjell Magne Bondevik as Prime Minister, but the new government supported the plan for establishing an Abel Fund and an Abel Prize. The Storting approved the proposal, which was implemented by the Ministry of Education and Research, with Kristin Clemet as the new Minister. The Fund was established in 2002, and the first Abel Prize was awarded in 2003.

There were several arguments for establishing the Abel Prize. It was argued that mathematics is a very important academic discipline, not only as a field in and of itself, but also as a basis for scientific work in many other fields. Establishing a prize for pioneering scientific achievements in mathematics would thus be reasonable as a recognition of the importance of this academic discipline. Establishing a new prize in mathematics was particularly important since this discipline was not included among the fields of the Nobel Prizes, which were founded by Alfred Nobel in 1897. Furthermore, it was argued that, since Abel was Norwegian, it was reasonable that a prize in honour of him be established in Norway. A prize in mathematics would also fit the more general ambition of the Norwegian government to strengthen the country’s research and education within technology and natural science.

In addition to these arguments, it was also important that Norway had the necessary resources to establish an Abel Prize. A national fund for research and innovation had been established by the government in 1999, and the annual returns from this fund were used for research and innovation activities.6 This fund served as a model for the Abel Fund, and the financial basis for the Abel Fund was probably to some extent considered in relation to the research and innovation fund.

Soon after the decision to establish the Abel Prize for mathematics, the Ministry of Education and Research started to consider the possibility of initiating a similar prize for the social sciences and the humanities. Already in 2002, the Minister, Kristin Clemet, came up with the idea of establishing an academic prize in these fields. She discussed her idea with her husband [Michael Tetzschner, who was a Member of Parliament] at their kitchen table, and it was her husband who suggested that the new prize should be named after Ludvig Holberg.7

At that time, there was increased public awareness of Holberg’s academic contributions, due to a new biography of Ludvig Holberg, published in 2001.8 The author was Lars Roar Langslet (1936-2016), who had been a Member of Parliament, as well as Minister of Culture and Science. Langslet’s biography was followed up by Gunnar Sivertsen, a researcher and expert on Ludvig Holberg and his works, as well as the chair of the Danish organisation Holbergsamfundet (the Holberg Society). He wrote an article in the Norwegian newspaper Aftenposten, arguing that Holberg’s academic works deserved to be republished.9

4 Cf. reference to Fredrik Nansen, the Polar explorer, on the website of the Abel Prize [https://abelprize.no/page/history-abel-prize].
6 Fonder for forskning og nyskaping, also called Forskningsfondet.
7 Conversation with Kristin Clemet, 12 June, 2023.
Kristin Clemet introduced the idea of a Holberg Prize to the Ministry’s Research Division and asked the division to consider how such a new prize could be prepared and implemented. The Research Division asked for advice from Gunnar Sivertsen, who sent a paper to the Ministry in January 2003. In his paper, Sivertsen described Ludvig Holberg as a unifying figure and a pioneer within the social sciences and the humanities, including law and theology, and he concluded that it would be quite reasonable to use Holberg’s name for an academic prize in these fields.\(^{10}\) Furthermore, Sivertsen pointed out that a good time for launching a new Holberg Prize would be the year 2004, 250 years after the death of Ludvig Holberg.

The Ministry asked Sivertsen to keep his paper confidential, but his suggestions were followed up in a memo from the Research Division to the Minister in March 2003.\(^{11}\) Referring to Sivertsen’s paper, the memo explained why a new prize should be named after Ludvig Holberg, and why 2004 would be the right time to establish the Holberg Prize. It was pointed out that this prize would increase awareness of the importance of research in the social sciences and the humanities, and that it would contribute to higher quality and greater internationalisation of these research fields.

Moreover, the Research Division suggested that UiB should be asked to handle administration of the Holberg Prize, to organise a secretariat and to host the award ceremonies. It was argued that Ludvig Holberg was born in Bergen, that he is part of the city’s identity and history, and that a statue of Holberg is located in the city centre. Furthermore, it was pointed out that UiB had very good academic environments for the social sciences and the humanities. An additional argument for anchoring this new prize in Bergen was the fact that Oslo had been selected as the location of the Abel Prize.

The suggestions from the Research Division were followed up by the Minister, and the establishment of the Holberg Prize was included in the government’s proposal for the revised national budget in May 2003. The plan for the Holberg Prize was presented by Prime Minister Kjell Magne Bondevik in Bergen on 21 May. The Storting approved the government’s proposal, and the Holberg Prize was established from 1 July 2003. In a letter to UiB on 26 June, 2003, the Ministry informed the University formally of this decision, as well as the Ministry’s decision that the Holberg Prize should be administered by UiB. Furthermore, UiB was asked to draft the statutes for the Prize, using the Abel Prize statutes as a model, and to present a plan for the work towards the first award ceremony. In this letter, it was also announced that the Ministry would invite UiB to a meeting about the Holberg Prize. This meeting took place in September 2003.

The funding of the Holberg Prize was based on the same model as the funding of the Abel Prize. The Ludvig Holberg Memorial Fund worth NOK 200 million was established, and the annual returns from the Fund would be used to fund the Prize. The returns available for 2004 were based on only half a year (July-December 2003), but the government compensated for this by adding a special grant to the 2004 budget for the Holberg Prize, so that the first Holberg Prize could already be awarded that year, 250 years after the death of Ludvig Holberg.

In the government’s proposal for the Holberg Prize in the revised national budget, which was approved by the Storting, it was pointed out that the size or value of the new prize should be at around the same level as the Nobel Prize. At that time, the value of the Nobel Prize was SEK 10 million, which was equivalent to around NOK 9 million. In its memo to the Minister, however, the Ministry’s Research Division had suggested that the value of the new prize should be NOK 5 million.\(^{12}\) This memo made no reference to the Nobel Prize, but compared the Holberg Prize with the Abel Prize that had already been established the year before. It was argued that if the value of the Holberg Prize was considerably below the value of the Abel Prize, there was a risk that the Holberg Prize could be criticised for being a consolation prize for the social sciences and the humanities. Although the value of the Abel Prize was NOK 6 million, the Research Division tentatively suggested a value of NOK 5 million for the Holberg Prize. Two reasons were given for this difference. One reason was that it was unclear whether the number of activities related to the prize (for example for recruiting young people to the prize fields) would be as extensive for the Holberg Prize as for the Abel Prize. The other reason was that the Holberg Prize would most likely be a Nordic prize, while the Abel Prize was an international prize.
Eventually, when the first Holberg Prize was awarded, the prize was international, but the Holberg Board, appointed by UiB, decided that the prize value should be NOK 4.5 million, not more than half a Nobel Prize, and only 75 per cent of the value of the Abel Prize. The difference between the Holberg Prize and the Abel Prize was, at least partly, due to budget differences between the two prizes. Since interest rates were higher when the Abel Fund was established in 2002 than when the Holberg Fund was established in 2003, the Abel Prize’s annual returns were higher than for the Holberg Prize. For both prizes, the value of the prize was around 50 per cent of the annual budget.

There were quite similar arguments for the two new prizes. Both prizes covered important fields for which there were no Nobel prizes. Both the academic institutions and the Norwegian government had an explicit ambition to strengthen these fields and increase awareness of their importance. However, there is an interesting difference between the two prizes in terms of how they were initiated. The idea of the Abel Prize was introduced by mathematicians and developed within mathematical environments. Then, based on approaches from these environments, the government supported the idea and decided to establish the prize. In contrast, the Holberg Prize was initiated within the government. In its memo in March 2003, the Ministry’s Research Division refers to the idea of a Holberg Prize as the Minister’s idea, which has been confirmed by Kristin Clemet. The Research Division had asked for advice from a researcher with expertise on Ludvig Holberg, but he was asked to keep his advice confidential, and no academic communities or institutions were really involved until the government decided to establish the Holberg Prize. After this decision, UiB was asked to administer the new prize, to organise a secretariat and to host the annual award events.

One reason for the difference between the two prizes in terms of their origins might be that there is a stronger tradition and a more explicit culture for academic prizes within mathematics and the natural sciences than within the social sciences and the humanities. Another possible reason is that the field of the Abel Prize consists of only one discipline, while the Holberg Prize covers several fields, with a multitude of disciplines. The Abel Prize is thus relevant for a rather homogeneous set of academics, while the Holberg Prize refers to a far more heterogenous collection of different scholars and academic institutions. To initiate an idea for a new prize, it has to be supported by its proponents, which can be easier for the homogeneous mathematical community than it was for the heterogenous collection of academic environments within the social sciences and the humanities. Given this difference, it is noteworthy that the latter environments’ common interest in a prize for their fields was not promoted by themselves, but initiated by the Minister of Education and Research and pursued by the government.

Although the fields of the Holberg Prize were originally described as ‘social sciences and the humanities’, the Ministry emphasised that these fields should be regarded in a broad sense. In this broad sense, the social sciences thus included law, and the humanities included theology. However, in early discussions of the plan for the new prize, the Ministry decided that both law and theology should be mentioned explicitly in the description of the fields of the prize, and when the first Holberg Prize was announced, it was described as a prize for outstanding contributions to research in ‘the humanities, social sciences, law and theology’.

As pointed out above, the Ministry’s Research Division originally assumed that the Holberg Prize would most likely be a Nordic prize, rather than a fully international prize. It was maintained that many disciplines within the social sciences and the humanities, such as language disciplines, are coloured by their specific cultural contexts, and that Ludvig Holberg was more well-known in the Nordic countries than in the rest of the world. It was thus argued that establishing the new Holberg Prize as a Nordic prize would be more reasonable than designing it as a worldwide prize. Based on these considerations, the original proposal for a Holberg Prize in the revised national budget, which was approved by the Storting, defined the prize as a Nordic prize.

However, after its meeting with the Ministry in September 2003, in a letter to the Ministry dated 1 October 2003, UiB argued that the prize should be defined as international, rather than being limited to the Nordic countries. The university had already expressed this view when the Prime Minister presented the plans for the Holberg Prize in Bergen in May 2003. UiB emphasised that an international prize would be considerably more prestigious and would draw far more attention than a Nordic prize, and that an international prize would be better than a Nordic prize at achieving a sufficient number of qualified candidates. The Ministry accepted these arguments and supported the university’s view, and in a supplementary budget proposal of 31 October 2003, the government proposed that the Holberg Prize should be established as an international prize, in the same way as the Abel Prize. This proposal was approved by the Storting.

In its letter to the Ministry, UiB also suggested that a separate prize for young researchers from the Nordic countries should be awarded annually, in addition to the main Holberg Prize, but in connection with the main prize and within the same fields. According to the university, this would showcase the Nordic connections of both Holberg’s work and the Holberg Prize, and would contribute to better recruitment in the fields of the Holberg Prize, as well as increased awareness of the prize in our neighbouring countries. The Ministry accepted these views, and UiB established the special prize for young researchers, which was called the Nils Klim Prize, named after the main character in a novel by Ludvig Holberg. Nils Klim Laureates should still be under 35 years of age by the deadline for nominations. The value of the prize was NOK 250,000, and the first Nils Klim Prize was already awarded in 2004, in connection with the awarding of the first main Holberg Prize.
Thus, like the Abel Prize, the Holberg Prize was eventually established as an international prize and in combination with other activities, including the Nils Klim Prize. Compared to the Abel Prize, the Holberg Prize had a lower monetary value, although it covered a larger number and a wider variety of fields. Nevertheless, the size of both the new prizes was regarded as considerable and unusually generous. In fact, the Holberg Prize is one of the world’s largest prizes in the social sciences and the humanities.

ORGANISATION

Based on a draft from UiB, the statutes for the Holberg Prize were approved by the Ministry of Education and Research in December 2003, and formally established in January 2004. According to the statutes, the annual returns from the fund are transferred to UiB, and the university is responsible for the use of the money, including the payment of the prize money to the Laureates. It was determined in the statutes that the annual returns should be used for the Holberg Prize, the Nils Klim Prize, events related to children and youth, and events related to the award ceremonies.

The explicit reference in the statutes to events related to children and youth was an addition to the list of activities described in the previous decisions, documents and correspondence concerning the Holberg Prize. This addition seems to have been suggested by UiB, based on a similar statement in the statutes for the Abel Prize. UiB followed up this part of the statutes early in 2004, by initiating the Holberg School Programme, in addition to the Nils Klim Prize.

BOARD AND ACADEMIC COMMITTEES

The statutes stipulate that UiB would appoint a board for the Ludvig Holberg Memorial Fund (the Holberg Board). The appointment of the chair and four other board members would be based on proposals from the Norwegian universities, and the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters. At least one board member would be employed outside the universities. Board members would be appointed for a four-year period and could be reappointed for one additional period. However, two of the first board members would be appointed for only two years.

The first board was appointed by the Rector and the University Director of UiB on 5 December 2003, with Law Professor and former UiB Rector, Jan Fridthjof Bernt, as chair. Jan Fridthjof Bernt points out that he had been contacted earlier by the Ministry about the position as chair of the Holberg Board (Conversation with Jan Fridthjof Bernt, 15 June, 2023).

The board would be responsible for events and other activities related to the Memorial Fund, and it would set up the annual budgets for use of the returns from the fund. However, the budgets had to be approved by UiB.

Furthermore, the board would be responsible for nominating candidates and recommending laureates for the Nils Klim Prize. The final selection of the Nils Klim laureates would be made by UiB.

According to the statutes, UiB would also make the final selection of the Laureates for the main Holberg Prize. However, this decision would not be based on a recommendation from the Holberg Board. Instead, the nomination of candidates and recommendation of Laureates for the main prize would be the responsibility of a special academic committee (the Holberg Committee). For each year, this committee would consider whether the prize should be awarded within one or more of the fields of the Holberg Prize. This decision would be made by UiB, based on the committee’s recommendation. The Holberg Committee would be appointed by UiB, and it would consist of four outstanding researchers from Norway or other countries within the fields of the Holberg Prize. The members would be appointed for a three-year period and could be reappointed for one additional period.

The first statutes thereby laid down different procedures for the two prizes. While the board would be responsible for both nominations and recommendations regarding the Nils Klim Prize, it would have no responsibilities for the main Holberg Prize. The nominations and recommendations for the main prize would be handled solely by the special academic committee. For both prizes, however, the recommendations would be presented to UiB, which would make the formal decisions.

These roles and procedures were immediately changed by UiB, however. Already in January 2004, the statutes were discussed by both the Holberg Board and the University Board, and UiB delegated much of its
authority to the Holberg Board. According to this delegation, UiB autho-
rised the Holberg Board to:

- Appoint the Holberg Committee
- Determine whether the Holberg Prize should be awarded within one or more of the fields of the prize, based on the recommenda-
tion from the Holberg Committee
- Select both the Nils Klim Laureate and the Holberg Laureate, based on the recommendation from the Holberg Committee.

UiB argued that this delegation of authority, which took place after con-
sultation with the Ministry, would strengthen the formal and real position of the Holberg Board. Furthermore, it would reduce the risk of ambigui-
ties and possible conflicts between the Holberg Board and the Holberg Committee regarding their different roles. Finally, UiB pointed out that these changes would ensure the same procedures for both prizes.

However, it was still somewhat unclear how the selection process for the Nils Klim Prize would be organized. Should the Holberg Committee, which was established for the main Holberg Prize, also be responsible for the nominations and recommendations for the Nils Klim Prize? This was discussed at the first meetings of the Holberg Board, and in August 2004, the board decided that the Holberg Committee would concentrate on the process for the main prize, while a separate academic committee for the Nils Klim Prize would be appointed by the board (the Nils Klim Committee). This committee would consist of four outstanding Nordic re-

searchers within the fields of the prize. Committee members would be ap-
pointed for a three-year period, with the option of reappointment for one additional period. The committee would organise the nomination and selec-
tion process for the Nils Klim Prize and recommend a Laureate to the Holberg Board.

These changes regarding the roles of the Holberg Board and the two aca-
demic committees were formalised and included in the revised statutes est-
blished by the Ministry in January 2008. These revised statutes also deter-
mined that the number of members of the two academic committees would be increased from four to five. In a letter to UiB dated 6 February 2008, the Ministry argued that the larger committees would strengthen the com-
mittees’ international profile, and advised the Holberg Board to appoint more non-Norwegian scholars as members of the academic committees.

When the statutes were revised again in 2013, the explicit description of the role of the Holberg Board was removed, and it was emphasised that UiB itself could decide how the Holberg Prize should be organised. However, UiB decided to retain the Holberg Board and the two academic committees, as well as the roles of the board and the committees that had been defined in 2004. This was accepted by the Ministry, and in another revision of the statutes, in 2021, the description of the roles of the Holberg Board and the two committees was again included in the statutes.

At one of its first meetings in 2004, the Holberg Board decided to call for nominations of candidates for both prizes. The call was announced inter-
nationally, and nominations could be made by scholars within the fields of the prizes at universities or other research institutions. For the first priz-
es in 2004, the deadline for nominations was 1 May, the Laureates were announced on 15 September, and the award ceremonies took place in the first week of December, around Ludvig Holberg’s birthday. These dates were changed in 2009, when it was decided to move the award ceremonies from the first week of December to the first week of June. Since 2010, the award ceremonies have been held in June.

At an early stage, the first Holberg Board started to organise the work related to children and young people that was emphasised in the stat-
utes. It was soon decided to establish a School Programme with focus on upper secondary schools in Norway. Already in 2004, schools were invited to apply to participate in the programme. Seven schools were se-
lected for participation. Students from each school undertook research projects in the fields of the Holberg Prize. The research projects were in-
tegrated in the schools’ teaching programmes and were organised by the schools’ own teachers, but the students were also advised by experi-
enced researchers, mainly from Norwegian universities. The reports from the student projects were evaluated by a jury, and prizes were awarded to the students with the three best projects: NOK 7,000 for the best project, NOK 4,000 for the second-best, and NOK 2,500 for the third-best project.
The academic competence of the Holberg Prize secretariat was strengthened in 2010, when UiB established an academic director position at the secretariat, in addition to the project leader. One of the university’s professors within the fields of the Prize would serve as academic director, working half-time in that position, while reducing his or her university professor duties from full-time to half-time. UiB continued to pay the full salary for this professor, but the Holberg Prize paid the expenses for another person to cover the professor’s teaching duties at the university. The first academic director was a professor of political science (Ivar Bleiklie). In 2015, he was succeeded by a professor of comparative literature (Ellen Mortensen), and from 2021, the position has been held by a professor of social anthropology (Bjørn Enge Bertelsen).

It was decided that the academic director would be the formal head of the secretariat and the secretary of the board, while the project leader continued to be head of the administrative work of the secretariat. In 2019, this division of roles was reaffirmed and formalised when the Holberg Board established job descriptions for the two positions. On this occasion, the board also made certain clarifications of the relationship between the board and the secretariat, and decided to change the “project leader” title to “head of administration”.

In 2016, a new position as communications adviser was established at the secretariat, thereby improving and strengthening the external information and communication functions of the Holberg Prize.

THE HOLBERG PRIZE AND UIB

An important dimension of the organisation of the Holberg Prize is the relationship between the Prize as an organisational unit and UiB as the university that administers the prize. The university has always received the annual funding of the Prize from the Ministry, approved the annual budgets of the Prize, and reported to the Ministry about the use of the money and the activities of the Holberg Prize. Furthermore, the Holberg Board has always been appointed by the university.

As pointed out above, the first statutes also gave the university considerable responsibility and authority concerning the selection of the Laureates for both the main Holberg Prize and the Nils Klim Prize. UiB would appoint the Holberg Committee, and select the Laureates, based on the recommendation of the Holberg Prize. However, by delegating the appointment of the Holberg Committee and the selection of the Laureates to the Holberg Board, UiB strengthened the role of the Board and made the Holberg Prize more independent of the university. This was accepted and approved by the Ministry.

On the other hand, the secretariat of the Prize was established in close connection with UiB, with the University Director as head of the secretariat, and with staff from the university administration handling the secretariat.
The Holberg Board’s independence of UiB is ensured by the board’s formal authority to select Laureates and by the fact that four of its five members are not affiliated with UiB. However, the chair of the Holberg Board has always been closely related to UiB. The board chairs have been former university leaders. The first two board chairs were former UiB rectors (Jan Fridtjof Bernt and Sigmund Grammo) The second board chair was appointed when he was still the rector, and for one year he was both the UiB Rector and the Chair of the Holberg Board. In 2020, he was replaced by a former Vice-Rector of UiB (Kjersti Fløttum), and in 2023, a former Dean of UiB’s Faculty of Humanities (Jørgen Sejersted) was appointed as Chair of the Holberg Board.

Occasionally, there has been some discussion and controversy concerning the relationship between the Holberg Prize and UiB, reflecting different views on the interpretation of the statutes, especially regarding how independent the Holberg Prize should be in relation to UiB. In 2009-2010, for example, there was discussion of this issue between the Holberg Board and UiB’s leadership. Due to a deficit in the Holberg Prize accounts for 2009, the Holberg Board discussed how balance between the funding and the activity level could be restored. The Board concluded that it would be necessary to reduce the activity level and decided that the Nils Klim Prize should be abandoned. The Board then sent letters to the Ministry (18 February, 16 March and 21 April 2010), proposing a change of the statutes for this purpose.19

When UiB was informed about these letters by the Ministry, the university leadership maintained that the Holberg Board should have discussed this proposal with UiB, and that further communication about the Nils Klim Prize and the statutes should have taken place between UiB and the Ministry. In a letter dated 27 April 2010, the Holberg Board argued that the Holberg Prize was not part of UiB’s activities, but an independent academic prize that the Holberg Board was authorised to administer.19 In a letter to the Ministry dated 4 May, 2010, the UiB leadership replied that the authority of the Holberg Board was specified in the statutes and was related particularly to the budget process, the appointment of the academic committees, the selection of the Laureates, and the organisation of events related to the awarding of the prizes.20 The UiB leadership argued that, since the Holberg Board was appointed by UiB, the Board should report to UiB and not directly to the Ministry. It was pointed out that UiB received the money for the Holberg Prize from the Ministry, approved the budgets for using the money, and communicated with the Ministry about this. The Holberg Board’s proposal to change the statutes and abandon one of the prizes should therefore have been discussed with UiB.

The Ministry did not provide any explicit clarification of these roles and relationships, but asked for UiB’s considerations and recommendations regarding the statutes and the Nils Klim Prize. The UiB Board recommended that the statutes should not be changed, and this was approved by the Ministry.

With regard to the financial problems, the Holberg Prize and UiB collaborated on finding alternative solutions. It was decided to reduce the costs of the events related to the annual award ceremonies, and UiB offered to waive the overhead expenses that should be paid by the Holberg Prize to the university, as well as the rent for the university premises used by the Holberg Prize.21 Furthermore, the Rector of UiB contacted the Mayor of Bergen about the financial problems, and in 2010, the City of Bergen decided to sponsor the Holberg Prize by hosting a dinner for invited guests in connection with the award ceremonies.

In any event, the prevailing view of the relationship between the Holberg Prize and UiB seems to be that UiB is responsible for appointing the Holberg Board, approving the budgets, and communicating with the Ministry on the organisation and development of the Holberg Prize, while the process of selecting the Laureates and organising the events connected to the award ceremonies should be handled by the Holberg Board, with full independence of UiB. It is considered particularly important to demonstrate that the Laureates are not selected by one particular university.

FUNDING: FROM FUND RETURNS TO GRANTS UNDER THE STATE BUDGET

As pointed out above, the background to the Holberg Board’s recommendation to abandon the Nils Klim Prize in 2010 was a deficit in the 2009 accounts for the Holberg Prize.

The funding of the Holberg Prize in the first years was based on the annual returns from the Ludvig Holberg Memorial Fund. When this fund was established in July 2003, the size of the fund was NOK 200 million, and the interest rate was fixed for a 10-year period. The annual returns were around NOK 9.1 million, which would finance the prizes, as well as the expenses related to the nomination and selection processes, the award ceremonies and events, the secretariat and organisation, and all other activities of the Holberg Prize.

In the first year of the Holberg Prize, the available returns were based solely on the last six months of 2003, but to ensure that the prizes could already be awarded in 2004, the government provided a special grant in addition to the returns, so that the 2004 funding amounted to around NOK 8.56 million.
As from 2005, the Holberg Prize received the full annual returns from the fund. However, since the interest rate for the fund was fixed, the real value of the annual returns decreased gradually, due to inflation. Since the Holberg Prize did not receive any compensation for inflation, the funding of the prize became weaker year by year. Even though the size of the prizes was kept unchanged (NOK 4.5 million), it became increasingly difficult to maintain the established level of activity.

In the long run, this was not a sustainable funding situation. As from 2013, the Ministry therefore decided to abandon the Ludvig Holberg Memorial Fund, and to fund the Holberg Prize from an annual grant under the state budget. The first annual grant was around NOK 0.3 million higher than the annual returns from the fund had been. Between 2013 and 2020, the funding increased every year. Most of these increases were no more than compensation for inflation. In 2016, however, the increase was significantly higher, at almost NOK 1.3 million, and in 2018, the increase in the state funding was NOK 3.1 million. Since 2020 the state funding has been stable, at around NOK 17.3-17.5 million.

Thus, while the state funding of the Holberg Prize during the first 10 years was stable in NOK terms, and thereby decreased in real value, the funding increased considerably during the next seven years, especially in 2016 and 2018. The annual grants since 2020 have been more than 90 per cent higher than the annual returns from the fund up to 2012.

In addition to the state funding, the Holberg Prize has received contributions from other sources. UiB has provided office space and other infrastructure, as well as some administrative services, and for several years the City of Bergen has hosted a dinner for invited guests in connection with the award ceremonies during the Holberg week.

The most substantial increase in the state funding, in 2018, made it possible to increase the value of the prizes. The Nils Klim Prize was increased from NOK 250,000 to NOK 500,000, and the main Holberg Prize was increased from NOK 4.5 million to NOK 6 million. This change brought the Holberg Prize up to the same level as the Abel Prize. But while the Holberg Prize remained at this level, the Abel Prize was raised to NOK 7.5 million in 2019, due to a contribution made by the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters. In any event, the increase in the prize value was a remarkable strengthening of the Holberg Prize as one of the largest prizes in the world within the humanities, social sciences, law and theology.

AWARD CEREMONIES AND EVENTS

The award ceremonies for the main Holberg Prize, the Nils Klim Prize and the Holberg School Programme take place in Bergen. The first prize ceremonies were held in early December 2004, around the date of Ludvig Holberg’s birthday.

The main Holberg Prize has usually been awarded by the Norwegian Crown Prince, while the other prizes have been awarded by the Minister of Research and Higher Education. In addition to the prize money, each of the prize winners receives a diploma and an object of art, and the Holberg Laureate also receives a medal.

For several years there were separate ceremonies for the main Holberg Prize and the Nils Klim Prize. However, since 2008, the two prizes have been awarded in a joint ceremony.

In connection with the award ceremonies, a number of other events are held in Bergen. These events include lectures, presentations, symposia and seminars with the Holberg and Nils Klim Laureates and other invited scholars, as well as presentations of the School Prize projects. In addition, there is a dinner for invited guests, which for several years has been hosted by the City of Bergen, and a banquet dinner in honour of the Laureates hosted by the Norwegian Government. After these events in Bergen, the Holberg Prize usually holds an event in Oslo, with a panel discussion between the Holberg Laureate and other invited scholars. All these events take place in the same week, which is called the Holberg Week.

Until 2009, the Holberg Week was the first week of December. Since 2010, however, these ceremonies and events have been held in the first week of June. The weather in Bergen is typically not only warmer, but also drier in June than it is in December. The spring and early summer are...
pleasant in this part of Norway. Furthermore, in early June there are many other cultural events in the city, including the Bergen International Festival. Thus, Bergen may be regarded as more attractive for visitors in June than it is in December.

One consequence of moving the Holberg Week from December to June was that the Holberg Prize no longer held an event in connection with Ludvig Holberg’s birthday, on 3 December. Therefore, since 2016, the Holberg Prize has held a new annual event on the first Saturday in December. This event, based on an initiative by the Academic Director, is called the Holberg Debate. It is inspired by Ludvig Holberg’s Enlightenment ideas, and aims to show the relevance of the fields of the Holberg Prize in discussing pressing issues of our time. The Holberg Board appoints an advisory group for the Holberg Debate. This group advises the secretariat on topics and panellists for the debates, and the secretariat draws up a Holberg Debate programme, which is discussed and approved by the Holberg Board.

In addition to the events in June and December, the Holberg Prize holds an open reception to announce the Holberg and Nils Klim Laureates, usually a few weeks before the award ceremonies. When the Holberg Week took place in December, the Laureates were announced in September, except in 2009, when there was no reception, but only a press release about the Laureates in August. Since 2010, when the award ceremonies were moved to June, the announcement ceremony has been held in March.

Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the events in 2020 were cancelled, and in the 2021 Holberg Week the Laureates for both 2020 and 2021 were honoured.

**NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES**

Candidates for the main Holberg Prize and the Nils Klim Prize can be nominated by scholars holding positions at universities, academies and other research institutions. Calls for nominations are announced internationally. For the first prizes, in 2004, the call for nominations was announced on 1 February, and the deadline for the nominations was 1 May, seven months before the award ceremonies. For the prizes in 2005-2009, the deadline for nominations was 15 February, which gave the academic committees more time to evaluate the candidates before selecting the recommended Laureates for the two prizes. When the award ceremonies were moved from December to June in 2010, the deadline for nominations was also moved, and in recent years, the deadline has been 15 June, almost one year before the award ceremonies. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the selection of the candidates for the 2021 prizes was based mainly on the nominations in the previous year.

How many candidates have been nominated each year, and how were the candidates distributed by gender, academic fields and geography?
THE HOLBERG PRIZE

For the first Holberg Prize, in 2004, 92 candidates were nominated. This first call for nominations was the first announcement of the prize to the academic community, and the time between the call and the deadline for the nominations was short, at only three months. The number of candidates thus seems to be remarkably high, indicating a great interest in the new prize. Surprisingly, for the following year’s prize, the number of nominated candidates was much lower. Only 34 candidates were nominated in 2005. However, in 2006, the number of nominated candidates increased to 69. Since then, the number of candidates has varied between 58 and 93, except for another low number in 2010 (43 candidates), and particularly high numbers in 2017 (99 candidates) and 2020 (109 candidates). The variations from year to year are not easy to explain.

Regarding gender distribution, there has always been a large majority of men among the nominated candidates. Only 24 per cent of all nominated candidates in the entire 2004–2023 period are women. In 2004, women accounted for only 16 per cent, and in 2005, when the total number of nominated candidates was especially low, the ratio of women among the candidates was also exceptionally low, at only 6 per cent. Between 2006 and 2012, the ratio of women varied between 12 and 22 per cent, and since 2013, the ratio of women among the nominated candidates has increased gradually from 19 to 40 per cent. This gender difference, as well as the significant, but slow trend towards greater gender equality, reflect the gender distribution of university professors in most countries during these 20 years.

Similarly, the distribution of the nominated candidates among the four fields of the Holberg Prize seems to reflect the distribution of university professors among these fields. Between 2004 and 2023, the average distribution of the candidates was 43 per cent from the humanities, 37 per cent from the social sciences, 12 per cent from law, and 6 per cent from theology. This distribution was quite stable throughout the entire period. In addition to the different numbers of university professors in these fields, the different numbers of disciplines within the fields may also explain the distribution of nominated candidates among the fields.

The geographical distribution of the nominated candidates for the Holberg Prize has also been quite stable throughout the 20-year period. The vast majority of the nominated candidates have been affiliated with institutions in North America and Europe. Thus, in the entire 2004–2023 period, 47 per cent of the candidates were from North America, and 40 per cent of the candidates were from European countries. Only 13 per cent of all nominated candidates were from other parts of the world. The universities with the highest numbers of nominated candidates during the 20-year period are Harvard, McGill, Oxford, Columbia, Stanford and Berkeley. This obviously reflects the hierarchy of prestige and power in the academic world. The North American and European universities are the most wealthy, most powerful and most prestigious. These universities...
are also the most attractive for talented students and excellent researchers. The most outstanding researchers in the world, who are the potential candidates for the Holberg Prize, are more likely to be found at North American or European universities than at universities in other countries. Many of the best researchers from Asia, Africa and South America are often employed by universities in the US and Canada, or in the UK and other European countries. This brain drain effect strengthens the dominance of North America and Europe among the nominated candidates for the Holberg Prize. The geographical distribution of these candidates would have been somewhat different if we had considered the candidates’ original nationality, or ethnicity, rather than their main institutional affiliation.

THE NILS KLIM PRIZE

For the first Nils Klim Prize in 2004, 17 candidates were nominated. Since then, the number of candidates per year has varied between 9 and 24, except for three years with particularly few candidates (4 in 2007 and 2009, and 5 in 2015). Some of the candidates have been nominated for more than one year. It is difficult to see any systematic pattern in these variations over time.

With regard to gender distribution, women account for 35 per cent of all candidates nominated for the Nils Klim Prize in the 2004-2023 period. This is considerably higher than the percentage of women among the candidates nominated for the main Holberg Prize. Between 2004 and 2016, the ratio of women among the candidates for the Nils Klim Prize varied between 20 and 36 per cent. Since 2017, the ratio of women has been 38 per cent or higher, and in 2020 there was a majority (59 per cent) of women among the nominated candidates. The difference between the two prizes may be explained by the fact that the candidates for the Nils Klim Prize are young researchers from the Nordic countries, while the candidates for the Holberg Prize are typically much older researchers from different parts of the world. In general, the percentage of women is higher among younger generations of researchers than among older generations. Moreover, the value of gender equality seems to be more emphasised in the Nordic countries than in many other countries. The increase in the percentage of women among the nominated candidates reflects both the development in these countries in general, and the changing gender distribution at the universities, especially for the generation of young researchers.

The distribution of the Nils Klim Prize candidates among the fields covered by the prize mainly reflects the same patterns as the distribution of the candidates for the main Holberg Prize. The majority of the candidates are from the social sciences (48 per cent) and the humanities (35 per cent), while 11 per cent of the candidates are from law, and 5 per cent are from theology.24 Unlike the Holberg Prize, however, the Nils Klim Prize has more candidates from the social sciences than from the humanities. A possible explanation is that the social sciences have had a relatively strong position in the Nordic countries.25

24 1 per cent of the nominated candidates have been from other fields than those covered by the prize.
The geographical distribution of the nominated candidates for the Nils Klim Prize varies from year to year. For the whole 2004-2023 period, 36 per cent of all nominated candidates are from Denmark, 26 per cent from Sweden, 23 per cent from Norway, 13 per cent from Finland, and 1 per cent from Iceland. The difference between Iceland and the other countries is most likely due to the fact that Iceland, compared to the other four Nordic countries, is a smaller country with fewer young scholars. It is more difficult to explain the large number of Danish candidates and the small number of Finnish candidates, compared to the numbers of candidates from Sweden and Norway.

PRIZE WINNERS
What are the procedures for selecting the winners of the prizes, and how are the prize winners distributed by gender, academic fields and geography?

THE HOLBERG AND NILS KLIM LAUREATES
The Holberg Committee has usually evaluated and discussed the nominated candidates at two meetings. At the first meeting, the committee selects a few candidates for a shortlist. These are the best candidates, who are evaluated and compared more thoroughly.

For each candidate on the shortlist for the main Holberg Prize, the committee asks for review statements from international scholars who are particularly qualified within the candidate’s field and are familiar with the candidate’s work. Based on a discussion of these statements and other evaluations at its second meeting, the committee concludes by recommending one of the shortlisted candidates as the winner of the Holberg Prize.

The candidates for the Nils Klim Prize are only evaluated by the academic committee, and the committee has only one physical meeting to discuss the candidates and to select the candidate to be recommended as the winner of the Nils Klim Prize.

Each committee presents a statement of the reasons for its recommendation, including a description and evaluation of the recommended candidate’s merits. Based on these recommendations from the two committees, the Holberg Board makes a formal decision about the Holberg Laureate and the Nils Klim Laureate.

In 2004, the first Holberg Laureate was the Bulgarian-French psychoanalyst, literary scholar and philosopher Julia Kristeva, while the first Nils Klim prize was awarded to the Danish media theorist Claes de Vreese.

With regard to gender distribution, 35 per cent of all Holberg Laureates and 60 per cent of all Nils Klim Laureates are women. For both prizes, the percentage of women is thus higher among the Laureates than among the nominated candidates.

When it comes to distribution among the fields covered by the prizes, 60 per cent of the Holberg Laureates and 30 per cent of the Nils Klim Laureates are from the humanities, while 30 per cent of the Holberg Laureates and 50 per cent of the Nils Klim Laureates are social scientists. For both prizes, 10 per cent of the Laureates are from law, but only the Nils Klim Prize has been awarded to theologians, who account for 10 per cent (2 persons) of the Laureates.

In terms of geographical distribution, 40 per cent of the Holberg Laureates are from North America, 55 per cent of them are Europeans, and 1 Laureate (5 per cent) is from Israel.

For the Nils Klim Prize, the geographical distribution shows that 30 per cent of the Laureates are from Denmark, 30 per cent from Norway, 20 per cent from Sweden, 15 per cent from Finland, and 5 per cent (1 Laureate) from Iceland.

For both prizes, the main pattern is that the distribution among fields, as well as the geographical distribution of the Laureates, reflect the respective distributions for the nominated candidates.
THE SCHOOL PRIZE FINALISTS

For the School Programme, all Norwegian upper secondary schools are invited to apply to participate in the competition. Each year, the jury selects a limited number of schools for the competition, and students at these schools undertake research projects within school subjects relevant to the fields of the Holberg Prize. The participating students receive guidance from experienced researchers, in addition to their teachers.

In 2004, seven schools were selected to participate in the competition for the school prizes. From 2005 until 2018 the number of participating schools varied between 9 and 14. In 2018-2019, the number of selected schools was increased, and since then, 20 schools have participated each year.

In most years, schools from all Norwegian regions were selected for participation in the Holberg School Programme. For the entire 2004-2023 period, the average number of selected schools per year was 5.9 from Eastern Norway, 3.7 from Western Norway, 2.2 from Southern Norway, 1.7 from Northern Norway, and 0.8 from the Trøndelag region. Some of these schools participated several times. The regional distribution was quite stable throughout the 20-year period. In addition to the regions of mainland Norway, Svalbard was also represented in the competition, by Longyearbyen School, in 2020-2022.

The School Programme Jury evaluates the students’ research projects, selects three finalists, and decides who is to receive first, second and third prize. The finalists present their research projects and receive their prizes during Holberg Week.

The regional distribution of the 60 finalists in the 2004-2023 period shows that schools from all regions have been among the top three schools at least once in the 20-year period. However, the majority of the finalists have come from Eastern Norway (45 per cent) and Western Norway (28 per cent), while 13 per cent of the finalists have come from Northern Norway, 8 per cent from Southern Norway, and 2 per cent (1 school) from Trøndelag. Longyearbyen School has been in the final twice.

Most of the finalists have presented projects within the social sciences or the humanities. Very few studies have been made within law or theology. This distribution of the School Prize projects reflects the fact that law and theology subjects are less common than subjects within the social sciences and the humanities in the curriculum of Norwegian upper secondary schools.

Some of the research projects were undertaken by individual students, but most of the projects were conducted by teams of students, which varied in size, from 2 students to 17 students [a whole class]. On average, each of the 60 finalist projects were carried out by around three students.

Around 180 students were thus finalists for the School Prize in the 2004-2023 period. Almost two thirds (65 per cent) of these finalists were girls. This gender distribution is similar to the gender distribution for Norwegian university students in the fields of the Holberg Prize.

Since 2012, a Teacher’s Prize has also been awarded annually, as a reward for special engagement and achievements in the project. The teachers are invited to submit a report on their work with the School Programme. Based on these reports, the School Programme Jury selects the winner of the Teacher’s Prize.

MEDIA ATTENTION

An important aim of the Holberg Prize is to increase awareness of the value of academic scholarship in the humanities, social sciences, law and theology. Awareness of the value of scholarship in these fields is difficult to measure. However, we can assume that the greater the visibility of the Holberg Prize in various types of media, the greater this awareness will be. Media attention is thus an interesting indicator of awareness. It is reasonable to distinguish between coverage of the Holberg Prize in traditional media, visits to the Prize’s website, and exposure to the Prize in social media.

TRADITIONAL MEDIA COVERAGE

As expected, the coverage in traditional media, including newspapers, radio and TV, has increased during the 20-year period of the Holberg
Prize. Although the prize has been covered by the media in different countries, the coverage has always been more extensive in Norway than in other countries, probably because the prize is organised and awarded in Norway, and because some of the activities and events, including the School Programme, are more relevant for Norwegian media than for media outside Norway.

The increase in media attention was particularly significant during the first ten years of the Holberg Prize’s history. The most likely explanation is that it takes some time for a new prize to gain journalists’ attention. The Holberg Prize had to show, and prove, that it would be an important and interesting topic for the media to cover. After about five years, media attention increased substantially, both in Norway and in other countries.

However, the long-term trend of increasing media coverage conceals considerable variations between different years. One possible reason for these year to year variations is that the media attention given to the prize depends, at least to some extent, on who the Laureates are, where they are from, what their research is about, and how far they have participated in public debates. For example, there was exceptional media attention in 2005, when Jürgen Habermas received the Holberg Prize.

During the coronavirus pandemic years, 2020 and 2021, media coverage of the Holberg Prize was more limited than usual. During these years, the activity level was lower than before, and in 2020, the Holberg Week was cancelled. The media thus did not have so much to cover about the Holberg Prize as in previous years.

Although media coverage of the prize increased again after the pandemic years, the annual report for 2022 points out that it has become more demanding than before to achieve broad coverage of the Holberg Prize in traditional media, both in Norway and in other countries. 28

This stagnating coverage by traditional media may be due to a general shift of focus in news and information in society from traditional media to new media, including the Internet and social media. In any event, the attention paid to the Holberg Prize by new media has increased far more than the coverage of the prize in traditional media.

WEBSITE VISITORS
At an early stage the Holberg Prize established its own website [www.holbergprisen.no, or www.holbergprize.org], with information about the organisation, and activities and events related to the prizes, as well as the nominations and Laureates. The layout and content of the website have been revised and improved several times. For example, in 2007, the academic profile of the website was strengthened, with more information about the research undertaken by the Laureates. At the same time, the international availability and visibility of the website were improved, with English as the main language.

The number of visitors to the website increased substantially almost every year until the coronavirus pandemic, from around 20,000 in 2006 to more than 70,500 in 2019. 26 In 2010, the number of website visitors was somewhat lower than before, most likely because the Holberg Week was moved from December to June. In all other years until 2019, the number of visitors increased. The annual increase varied between 7 per cent and 34 per cent. Both the number of Norwegian visitors and the number of visitors from other countries increased from 2006 to 2019, but during the entire period the majority of the visitors were from Norway. Thus, in 2019, 61 per cent of the visitors were from Norway, while the largest numbers of non-Norwegian visitors were from the USA, the UK, Sweden, Germany and Denmark. In the same way as for traditional media coverage, this difference in website attention between Norway and other countries may be due to the fact that some of the Holberg Prize activities and events, such as the School Programme, are more interesting for Norwegian Internet users than they are for users from other countries.

During the coronavirus pandemic the number of visitors to the Holberg Prize website was much lower than in previous years. In 2020, the website had only around 38,000 visitors. This change may be explained in the same way as the decrease in attention from the traditional media: The activity level of the Holberg Prize was lower than usual, and in 2020 the Holberg Week was cancelled. The activity on the website already increased again from 2021.

SOCIAL MEDIA EXPOSURE
Social media are becoming more and more important for the communication and distribution of information and news in society. For the Holberg Prize, Facebook and Twitter have been the most important social media, particularly from 2010, when the importance of these two media was emphasised in the Annual Report. 28 Since then, the number of followers on both Facebook and Twitter has increased every year. The number of Facebook followers increased from 254 in 2011 to 4,925 in 2022.

Around 50 per cent of the Facebook followers in 2022 were women. While a majority of the website visitors are from Norway, only a minority of the Facebook followers are Norwegians. Two thirds of the followers in 2022 were from other countries than Norway. General social media seem to be more effective arenas than specific websites for gaining international attention.

In contrast to the coverage in traditional media and the visits to the website, social media attention did not decrease during the coronavirus pandemic. The number of Facebook and Twitter followers increased during the entire period, including 2020 and 2021. This seems to be a part of a more general worldwide increase in the use of social media during the
pandemic. Contact and communication through social media compensated for the Covid-19 lockdown regulations, including social distancing and limitations of physical meetings.

Online systems and social media have been used for distribution and live streaming of Holberg Prize events. Already in 2006, selected events were made available on Google Video and as mp3 sound files. Later, podcasts were produced to distribute Holberg Prize events, and a YouTube channel was established, for live streaming and as a depository of such events. It has become possible to view lectures, award ceremonies and other events after the recording date. YouTube distribution of the Holberg Debate has received much attention.

The Holberg Prize’s YouTube channel has become very successful. The number of views on this channel has increased rapidly in recent years, from 365,000 in 2020 and 523,000 in 2021, to 1.2 million in 2022. The YouTube channel attracts viewers from all over the world. In 2022, there were countries with more than 1,000 viewers in all parts of the world. More than one third of the viewers were from the USA. The UK, Canada and India also had large numbers of viewers. Only 1.5 per cent of the viewers were from Norway. This is another indication of the effectiveness of social media for attracting international attention.

CONTROVERSIES AND DEBATES

Most of the media attention paid to the Holberg Prize has been focused on news, information and comments on the Prize’s activities and events, as well as presentations of the Prize recipients and their research.

However, some of the media attention has been more evaluative, presenting different views on the Holberg Prize, including critical comments and debates. A number of critical comments in traditional and social media have been related to the Holberg Debate, which has been held as an annual event since 2016. This might be expected, since public debate on controversial issues in society is the purpose of this event.

Controversies concerning the Holberg Debate will not be described further here. However, two media debates that focused on the Holberg Prize and the Holberg Laureates will be briefly summarised. One of these debates concerned some of the Holberg Laureates, discussing whether these Laureates were worthy winners of the Prize. In a newspaper article in 2006, the Norwegian philosopher and social scientist Jon Elster argued that two of the Holberg Laureates until then had not been worthy prize-winners. In his view, the 2004 Laureate Julia Kristeva was a notorious charlatan, and the 2006 Laureate Shmuel Eisenstadt belonged to the B team in international political science. While applauding the selection of Jürgen Habermas as the 2005 Laureate, Elster characterised the awarding of the Holberg Prize to Kristeva as particularly scandalous. He argued that much of the French-inspired humanities research represented by Kristeva is only nonsense.

In 2013, when Bruno Latour was selected as the Holberg Laureate, Elster continued to criticise the Holberg Prize. Characterising the selection of Latour as a low point in the sad history of the Prize, he argued that the Holberg Prize should be abandoned. Again, Elster’s critique of the Holberg Prize focused on his evaluation of the Laureate. He did not regard Bruno Latour as a worthy recipient of the Prize. In Elster’s view, Latour was a relativist who did not accept that research aims to search for knowledge and truth. Based on his criticism of several of the Holberg Laureates, Elster argued that the Holberg Prize had not succeeded in establishing itself as an important academic prize. Pointing out that a prize gains its prestige from the prize-winners, he maintained that, due to the selection of several unworthy Laureates, the prize was completely unknown and had not been able to gain respect and prestige.

In the public debate following these critical comments, Elster’s views were supported by some debaters, while several others argued against these views and defended the Laureates and the Holberg Prize. There were two types of arguments against Elster’s position. One type of argument was based on defence of the research approach and research activities of those Laureates who were criticised by Elster, especially Kristeva and Latour. Such arguments were presented mainly by academics within the same research traditions as the Laureates. The other type of argument was based on a defence of pluralism in research and an acceptance of different schools of thought within the fields of the Holberg Prize. It was
maintained that academic controversies are common in these fields, and that research quality criteria should not be based solely on one particular research tradition or school of thought. In other words, it is both legitimate and important to acknowledge the quality of Kristeva’s or Latour’s research, even though they represent other schools of thought than Elster. Such arguments were emphasised by academics from different research traditions. This defence of pluralism was also a major part of the response to Elster’s critique from the leadership of the Holberg Prize. The Holberg Prize also pointed out that the controversial Laureates had been thoroughly evaluated and compared with all the other nominated candidates by the Holberg Committee.

In his critique of the Laureates in 2004 and 2006, Elster maintained that the selection of these Laureates might be due to the composition of the Holberg Committee, which had one Danish and three Norwegian members. He pointed out that one of the Norwegian committee members was very close to Julia Kristeva in her research, and that another Norwegian committee member was closely connected to Shmuel Eisenstadt. Even though this reasoning about the importance of such personal relations for the selection of the Laureates is quite speculative, Elster’s more general point was that the academic committee should have been more international. This point was well-taken, and gradually, more and more outstanding scholars from other countries were appointed as committee members. When Bruno Latour was selected as the Laureate in 2013, the Holberg Committee thus had five members, from the UK, the USA, Austria, Israel and India.

Another debate concerning the Holberg Prize dealt with the geographical and ethnic background of the Holberg Laureates. This debate is not focused on each individual Laureate, but on the total effect of all the selections of Laureates over time. In an article in a university newspaper in 2017, the Norwegian sociologist Alf Gunvald Nilsen criticised that all Laureates until then had been white Western researchers. He maintained that research conducted in the Global South or by scholars from a minority background in the Global North did not seem to be regarded as important enough to be considered by the Holberg Prize. He argued that the prestigious Holberg Prize not only reflects, but also reinforces, an academic eurocentrism that marginalises and disqualifies groundbreaking intellectual work carried out in the Global South. He asked whether the Holberg Prize really wanted to contribute to maintaining discriminatory academic and intellectual power structures over time.

Since 2017, outstanding scholars in the Global North from a minority background have been selected as scholars. Nevertheless, Nilsen’s description of the geographical and ethnic concentration of the Holberg Laureates is still valid. In its first 20 years, the Holberg Prize has not selected any scholar from the Global South as a Laureate, and most Laureates are white Western researchers. The same pattern, and the same critique, is found for other prestigious academic prizes, including the Nobel prizes in different academic fields.

While acknowledging the problem described by Nilsen and welcoming the debate on eurocentrism in academia, the leaders of the Holberg Prize argued that the concentration of Holberg Laureates from North America and Europe reflects the general distribution of resources in the academic world. Most of these resources are concentrated in the North American and European countries. The lack of ethnic minorities and persons from the Global South is not unique to the Holberg Laureates. It is a structural problem related to all academic activities, which cannot be solved by the Holberg Prize alone. Solving this problem is complicated and challenging, requiring long-term work and fundamental structural changes. However, the Holberg Prize leaders emphasised that the Holberg Prize can contribute to more information and debate about these issues, for example at the annual Holberg Debate events.

### MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS

As pointed out above, the main purpose of the Holberg Prize is to increase people’s awareness of the importance of research and academic scholarship in the fields covered by the Prize. This purpose was emphasised by the Ministry of Education and Research when the prize was established. In addition, the Ministry pointed out that the prize would contribute to higher quality and greater internationalisation of these research fields.

To what extent have these goals been achieved? How can the most important achievements of the Holberg Prize be summarised? Regarding awareness, it has been shown that the media attention to the Holberg Prize and the Laureates has increased considerably during the 20-year period. As the media coverage usually includes descriptions and discussions of the Laureates’ research contributions, this also indicates greater awareness of the research fields of the Prize. Furthermore, through the media focus on how the Laureates are rewarded with a large prize for their excellent research in their fields, the value of research in these fields is demonstrated and explained. Awareness of the importance of research in the fields of the Holberg Prize has thus increased in all the countries where the media have covered the Prize.

In Norway, the Holberg School Programme has led to additional awareness of research in these fields. All upper secondary schools have been invited to participate in the programme and carry out research projects within the fields covered by the Holberg Prize, and many students from all parts of the country have been stimulated and motivated to take part in the competition for the school prizes. Through these research activities, the students themselves, as well as their teachers and families, have increased their knowledge of research in the humanities, social sciences, law and theology, as well as their insights into the importance of research in these fields. This effect is amplified by the fact that a considerable part of the Norwegian media coverage of the Holberg Prize has focused on the participants and finalists in the School Programme.
The academic quality of the projects in the School Programme is generally high. The best of these student projects are very good studies that would meet the quality standards required for the bachelor level at universities. In this sense, the Holberg Prize has not only increased awareness of the importance of research in the fields of the Prize. It may also lead to research of higher quality, which was emphasised as another purpose of the Holberg Prize. Participation and achievements in the School Programme may be a basis for discovering new young talents for research, and for stimulating and motivating these talents to become future researchers in the fields covered by the Holberg Prize. Experience from the School Programme may be a very good start to a successful research career in these fields. The quality effects of the School Programme will thus not be limited to upper secondary school students. The programme may also have long-term effects on the general quality of future research in the fields of the Holberg Prize, especially in Norway.

Moreover, both the main Holberg Prize and the Nils Klim Prize have contributed to greater focus on quality and excellence among researchers in the fields of these prizes. The nomination processes for both prizes involve many researchers in all parts of the world, and these researchers are motivated and mobilised to identify and promote the very best scholars within their fields. The award ceremonies and several other academic events related to the prizes also strengthen the emphasis on outstanding research within the academic community. In addition, the excellent contributions of the Laureates may be important sources of inspiration for other researchers in their fields, who are motivated to strive for higher quality in their own research. However, it is not easy to tell whether these factors have actually led to any significant increase in research quality.

Regarding internationalisation, it is obvious that the Holberg Prize, as one of the largest international prizes in its fields, involves a considerable amount of communication and interaction among researchers and institutions in many different countries. These international relations are further developed each year in the process of nominating candidates for the Prize, in the academic committee’s evaluation of the candidates, and in the review of the shortlisted candidates by many other scholars. Furthermore, the international exchange of views, perspectives and experiences is part of the preparations for the Holberg Week events, and the participation in these events, as well as seminars and meetings organised by the Holberg Prize in different countries.

The international relations as an aspect of the Holberg Prize activities have been strengthened over time. For example, the profile of the Holberg committee has been changed considerably. In the early years, most of the committee members were Norwegian, but in 2008, when the number of members of the academic committee was increased from four to five, more non-Norwegian scholars were appointed as committee members. Since then, the composition of the committee has become more and more global, which means that the committee’s network of international relations has been considerably increased.

In addition to these accomplishments in relation to the original purposes
of the Holberg Prize, two other achievements should be emphasised. One of these is an increasing professionalisation of the Holberg Prize organisation and its activities. In the first years, the administrative functions were carried out in close connection with UiB’s administrative staff and under the leadership of the University Director. Gradually, however, a separate secretariat has been built up, with its own staff and leadership, including positions as adviser for the School Programme, communications adviser, head of administration, and academic director. The composition of the Holberg Committee has been changed from four members, mainly from Norway, to five members from different parts of the world. More formal procedures and more systematic processes have been developed for recruiting and appointing members to both the two academic committees and the School Programme Jury. The processes for evaluating the candidates for the prizes have also become more formalised and more systematic. From being two separate events, the award ceremonies for the main Holberg Prize and the Nils Klim Prize have been reorganised to take place within the same event, and this event has been moved from the old building of Haakon’s Hall to the new University Aula. The other events in the Holberg Week were also adjusted and improved during the 20-year period, and the Holberg Week has been moved from December to June, which seems to be a more attractive timing. Furthermore, the Holberg Debate in December has been added as a popular new Holberg Prize event.

The professionalisation of the organisation and its activities is partly due to the substantial increase in funding, which is another achievement of the Holberg Prize. In the first ten years, funding was based on the annual returns of the Holberg Fund, which were decreasing in real value every year. Since the funding basis was changed to annual grants under the state budget, it has been possible to adapt the budgets to the actual needs of the Holberg Prize, and the grants increased considerably during the last part of the 20-year period. In addition to enabling higher prize values, the increased funding has been important to strengthen the Holberg Prize’s organisation, for implementing some new activities, and for continuing the Holberg Week and other events on a more professional basis.

Although there are several challenges in the further development of the Holberg Prize, the achievements during the first 20 years are considerable. To a great extent, the goals of increased awareness, quality and internationalisation of the fields of the prize have been accomplished. Due to increased funding and professionalisation of the organisation, the activities and events have been gradually expanded and improved. The Holberg Prize has been established and developed as one of the most important and valuable international prizes within the humanities, social sciences, law and theology.
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The 2004 Holberg Prize was awarded to the Bul- garian-French psychoan- alyst and philosopher Ju- lio Kristeva, professor at Paris Diderot University. The Holberg Committee stated how Kristeva’s in- novative explorations of questions on the intersection of language, culture and literature has in- spired research across the humanities and the social sciences throughout- out the world and have also had a significant im- pact on feminist theory.

The 2005 Holberg Prize was awarded to Roland Dworkin, Frank Henry Sommer Professor of Law and Philosophy at New York University. The Hol- berg Committee stated that Dworkin’s original and highly influential le- gal theory grounding law in morality was interpreted by many as a tool for originality to put abstract philo- sophical ideas and argu- ments with concrete every- day concerns in law, mor- als, and politics.

The 2006 Holberg Prize was awarded to Israeli so- ciologist Shmuel N. Eisen- stadt, professor emeritus at the Hebrew University of Jer- usalem. The Holberg Committee stated how Eisen- stadt had developed comparative knowledge of exceptional quality and originality concerning so- cial and cultural change and moderniza- tion, and connecting relations between culture, belief systems and political institutions.

The 2007 Holberg Prize was awarded to Ronald Dworkin, Frank Henry Sommer Professor of Law and Philosophy at New York University. The Hol- berg Committee stated how Dworkin’s original and highly influential le- gal theory grounding law in morality was interpreted by many as a tool for originality to put abstract philo- sophical ideas and argu- ments with concrete every- day concerns in law, mor- als, and politics.

The 2008 Holberg Prize was awarded to Fredric R. Jameson, William A. Lane Jr. Professor of Compara- tive Literature and profes- sor of Romance Studies at Duke University. Jame- son is regarded as an out- standingly influential cul- tural theorist, who over several decades has de- veloped a richly nuanced the- ory of how modern cul- ture – in particular, litera- ture, painting, cinema, and architecture – relates to social and economic developments.

The 2009 Holberg Prize was awarded to Ian Hacking, University Professor Emeritus of University of To- ronto. Hacking is regarded as one of the world’s lead- ing scholars in the fields of philosophy and history of science. He made impor- tant contributions to areas as diverse as the philoso- phy and history of physics, probability theory and the history of psychology and psychiatry.

The 2010 Holberg Prize was awarded to Natalie Zemon Davis, Adjunct Pro- fessor of History and Pro- fessor of Medieval Stud- ies at University of Toronto, and the Henry Charles Lea Professor of Histo- ry Emerita at Princeton University. The Holberg Committee described her as ‘one of the most crea- tive historians writing to- day, an intellectual who is not hostile to any par- ticular school of thought or politics.’

The 2011 Holberg Prize was awarded to German historian Jürgen Kocka, professor emeritus at the Free University Berlin and Permanent Fellow of the Inter- national Research Cen- tre ‘Work and Human Life- cycle in Global History’ at the Humboldt University Berlin. Kocka’s works are regarded as a monumen- tal achievement in the his- tories of labour, the Euro- pean bourgeoisie, and cor- porations, exploring many aspects of social stratifica- tion and the continuously changing nature of work.

The 2012 Holberg Prize was awarded to Spanish sociologist Manuel Cas- tells, University Professor Emeritus of Social Science Studies at the University of Southern California. He is regarded as the leading sociologist of the city and new infor- mation and media tech- nologies, whose ideas have shaped our under- standing of the political dynamics of urban and global economies in the network society.

The 2013 Holberg Prize was awarded to Britishanthropologist and soci- ologist Bruno Latour, Pro- fessor Emeritus of Social Sci- ence Studies at the University of Cambridge. Latour received the Prize for his influential work on the analysis of complex social and cultural phenomena, especially the interactions between scientific research and public life.

The 2014 Holberg Prize was awarded to Michael Cook, Class of 1943 Uni- versity Professor of Near Eastern Studies at Prince- ton University. Cook received the Prize for his analysis of gender roles and femininity in Islamic Law, and his work on the history of law in Islamic states. He has contributed significantly to the understanding of gender roles and femininity in Islamic Law.

The 2015 Holberg Prize was awarded to Marina Warner, Professor of Eng- lish and Creative Writing at Birkbeck College, Uni- versity of London. Warner received the Prize for her work on the analysis of stories and myths and how they reflect their time and place. She is known for her emphasis on gender roles and feminism in her lit- erary work, where she has explored long-lasting but of- ten transgressed feminisms of expression in popular cul- ture and visual imagery.

The 2016 Holberg Prize was awarded to Stephen Greenblatt, John Cogan University Professor of the Humanities at Har- vard University. Greenblatt is regarded as one of the most important Shake- spearean and Renaissance scholars of his genera- tion, and his scholarship has had an incommensur- able impact on the practic- es of literary studies, his- tory and cultural criticism.

The 2017 Holberg Prize was awarded to Martha C. Nussbaum, professor of the University of Chicago. Nussbaum received the Prize for her work on the study of political rights, and her research on the role of the arts in public life.

The 2018 Holberg Prize was awarded to Martha C. Nussbaum, professor of the University of Chicago. Nussbaum received the Prize for her work on the study of political rights, and her research on the role of the arts in public life.
**NILS KLIM LAUREATES 2004–2023**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Language or Field</th>
<th>Laureate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Claes de Vreese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Dag Trygve Truslew Haug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Business Studies</td>
<td>Linda Wedlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Carina Keskalto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Sociology of Religion</td>
<td>Anna Birgitta Keskitalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Per Blegvad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Johan Jacobsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Sara Hobolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Finnur Dellùn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Ingvild Almås</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Political Science, Linguistics</td>
<td>Terje Lohndal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Political Science, Sociology</td>
<td>Rebeca Adler-Nissen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Sanja Bogojević</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Kari Helleveien Løken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Francessca Refsum Jensenius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Simona Zetterberg-Nielsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Political Science Environmental Studies</td>
<td>Sara Refsgaard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Øystein Løken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Anna B. Uusimäki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Janis Vasko</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The 2004 Nils Klim Prize** was awarded to Danish philosopher David Bloch, now Professor at the Soro Institute, University of Copenhagen. The Nils Klim Committee stated that the broad scope of David Kristian Bloch’s research makes his work of great interest to all who want to obtain a better understanding of the origins of the ideological and philosophical ideas which have shaped the modern world.**